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The organization of the future

Guided by

three drivers
Customer
centricity

Italian organizations are evolving

Agility

along two main trends

Network
of teams

Collaboration

Org chart

Teams
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How important are these characteristics to be
built within your organisation?

B
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Increase in business processes
digitalization

Agile

Collaborative

Very important

Customer
centric

Important

Distributed

Quite important

Exploratory

Not important

Employee Experience

Italian companies raised the awareness that…
… not only potential candidates and
employees are the subject of
communication and interaction with the
company

Image
Employee
centricity

Engagement
… anyone can be the recipient of
messages that contribute to spread
around the brand reputation

Diversity

Work-life balance
Productivity

Brand reputation
Welfare

… HR function needs to work in
partnership with Marketing to design and
monitor Employee Experience with the same
depth and accuracy companies take care of
products and services customer experience

Well-being

Inclusion

Careers and Learning

Career models in organisations in next 3-5 years

64%
36%

Flexible paths - ease movements in different
directions

64% are
planning to
revise their
career models

Open careers - less focus on paths and more
emphasis on assigments, projects, and
experiences

Awareness of the
need to draw shorter
paths, based on
multi-functional
experiences,
continuous learning
and roles’ fluidity

The way companies
organize Learning
in Italy

Tailored-made
solutions based on
•

Classes

•

New technologies
Artificial intelligence,
gaming, analytics

Leadership

Digital
disruption

56%

Declare to design or adopt
Leadership development
programs consistent with
digital evolution shortly
> 44%

Need for younger, more agile,
«digital-ready» leaders

It is emerging the need of new and different skills and
competences from the past, including those related to people
development

Covering leadership
positions, but most
believe they are receiving
little to no development
in their roles

They expect to be developed thorughout
their entire work life

•
•
•
•

Mentoring
Developmental assignments
Stretch projects
Exposure to internal and
external leaders

Digital HR

HR Digital Transformation – How're we doing in Italy?

Digital workforce

Digital workplace

Italy is in the top 5 countries at
global level in addressing business
strategies through HR process
digital transformation

42% of Italian firms declare their
readiness to adopt people analytics
tools

74% of firms believe Digital HR
important or very important to be
implemented

50% of HR teams is using
some form of artificial
intelligence for HR solutions

Digital HR

From "doing digital" to "being digital"

Performance Management

Consider PM as
«important» or «very
important» topic

Is implementing
a new PM
systems

25%
78%

65%

Is planning to
reinvent the
PM process

Differently to global data, Italian companies:
•

Rank at first position in “company’s readiness to
undertake change” (58%)

•

Rank among Top 3 in “company prioritization of
Performance Management topic”

Imperatives

+

of the reinvented Performance Management

Feedback
• continuous
• real-time

Coaching
• for development

People Analytics

91%

of Italian companies are
redesigning their HR programs to
take full advantage of the potential
of digital and mobile devices

65%

of Italian companies that rate as
“important” the use of analytics,
declare to have skills to develop
and implement People Analytics
tools

Coming Soon!

Mercoledì 27 Settembre
Learning Breakfast
Ore 08. 30 – 10.00

Mercoledì 25 Ottobre

Performance Management
Drink
Ore 19. 00 – 20.30
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